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Introduction

This assessment is a robust tool for evaluating a candidate's cultural fit within your organization. It measures alignment with core

values and vital professional attributes often indicative of success in various roles. By offering a data-driven approach, this

assessment allows you to map a candidate's qualities to your organization's unique culture and values, making the hiring process

more predictive and efficient.

Three areas evaluated

The assessment is divided into three main areas:

Core Value Alignment: Measures the extent to which the candidate's values align with the organization's ten core values, such as

Accountability, Innovation, and Integrity. The candidate is assessed based on 30 self-assessment statements.

Professional Attributes: Evaluate the candidate's skills and competencies in ten professional attributes, such as Communication,

Leadership Potential, and Problem-Solving, using 30 situational judgment tests.

Internal Consistency: Assesses the reliability of the candidate's responses using a specially designed internal consistency scale,

also known as the "Lie Scale."

Executive Summary of the Assessment Test Report

Assessment area Overall score Score category Quick interpretation

Core Values 99% Highly Aligned Strong fit with organizational culture
Professional Attributes 89% Highly Skilled Demonstrates high proficiency in professional attributes
Internal Consistency/Lie
Scale 74%

Moderately
Consistent

Room for improvement in honesty and self-awareness;
exercise caution.

Legend for Scoring
Core Values Professional Attributes

Score Range:

83% & above (High Alignment)

67% - 82% (Moderate Alignment)

50% - 66% (Low Alignment)

49% and below (Poor Fit)

Score Range:

78% & above (High Skill)

56% - 77% (Moderate Skill)

33% - 55% (Low Skill)

32% and below (Poor Fit)

Recommendations
Highly Aligned & Highly Skilled: Strong Candidate

Moderately Aligned & Moderately Skilled: Potential Candidate

Low Alignment or Low Skill: Caution; May need further assessment.

Poor Fit in either: Not Recommended
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Accountability

Collaboration

Innovation and Creativity

Integrity

Customer Focus

Respect for Diversity

Adaptability

Being Respectful

Work Ethic

Positive Attitude

Key areas

1. Core Values 99%

LOW MEDIUM HIGH

Insights

Interpretation

Candidates categorized within this group demonstrate a significant alignment with the core values of the organization.

They are not only likely to adhere to these values but also actively contribute to cultivating a culture that strongly

supports them.

Implications for Hiring

These candidates are highly promising candidates for roles at all levels within the organization. They are well-suited to

serve as internal culture champions, playing a pivotal role in reinforcing and driving the organization's core values.

Action Steps

It is recommended to expedite the evaluation process for these candidates, including moving them forward for interviews

and other assessment stages. Their strong alignment with the organizational culture can be considered a valuable asset,

particularly in roles that require a high degree of cultural fit or leadership positions.
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Communication Skill

Leadership Potential

Problem-Solving

Decision-Making

Team Player

Time Management

Attention to Detail

Conflict Resolution

Stress Management

Continuous Learning

2. Professional Attributes 89%

LOW MEDIUM HIGH

Insights

Interpretation

Candidates in this category excel in a majority of the assessed professional attributes. They demonstrate advanced

proficiency and situational awareness, which allows them to handle complex job requirements effectively.

Implications for Hiring

These candidates are suitable for roles requiring a high level of expertise, leadership, and decision-making. They can be

trusted to meet challenges head-on and are likely to excel quickly.

Action Steps

Prioritize these candidates for interviews, especially for senior or specialized roles. Their skills align closely with high-

performance expectations.
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Internal Consistency

3. Internal Consistency/Lie Scale 74%

LOW MEDIUM HIGH

Insights

Interpretation

Scores in this range raise concerns about the honesty or self-awareness of the candidate's other responses.

Implications for Hiring

Exercise caution; the candidate's responses on other scales may be compromised.

Action Steps

Additional assessments or targeted interview questions are advised to gauge sincerity and self-awareness.
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Disclaimer

This Cultural Fit Assessment Report is designed to offer insights into a candidate's compatibility with our organizational values and

culture. It is crucial to understand that this assessment, while a valuable tool in the hiring process, is not definitive of an individual's

total capabilities or potential. The results should be interpreted as one of several components in a comprehensive hiring strategy,

which should also include other assessments, interviews, and professional evaluations.

It is important to note the following:

1. We adhere strictly to Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) guidelines, ensuring that our assessment process is free from

discrimination based on race, gender, age, disability, or any other protected status. The assessment is intended to support informed

decision-making and does not replace the need for a holistic approach to hiring.

2. It is also acknowledged that cultural fit is a dynamic attribute. An individual's alignment with organizational values may evolve over

time, and adaptability plays a key role in their success within the company. As such, this report should be considered as providing a

snapshot of compatibility at a specific point in time.

Please note that individual differences and external factors can influence the assessment outcomes. We encourage a balanced

consideration of these results, combined with other relevant information, to make well-rounded hiring decisions.


